
Royal Stone Shower Pan
3420 W. Catalina Dr.

Phoenix, AZ  85017

Polar White Ivory Cream Biscuit Antique Pearl Grey

Gulf Sand White Sand River Sand Lunar Sand Ocean Sand Beige Sand

Sand Series Premium (Additional Cost)   
               

Solid Color Series   

Certifi ed by:
Home Innovation Lab 
(NAHB):ANSI Z124.2

proudly made in the USA

Bottom Rib Layout

Texture Pattern

Bottom

DETAIL 1-Pan Slope

Section A-A

Section B-B
Detail  2 Detail  1

Notes:
1. Shower Pan conforms to ANSI Z124.1.2
2. 1" Water Dam
3. Height of Pan is to be 2.5" from
bottom of Pan to top of Panel Platform
4. Standard Drain Insert
5. Overall dimensional tolerance is +1/8"
/-1/4"
6. Rough Opening is width +1/8"

N3636LST
Weight: Approx 65 lbs.

36" x 36" Neo Angle Low Standard Threshold



Certifi ed by:
Home Innovation Lab 
(NAHB):ANSI Z124.2

proudly made in the USA

Drain Layout

36” x 36” Low Standard Threshold
Center Drain

OD: 36” x 36” (914 mm x 914 mm)
Threshold Hight: 2 1/2” (64 mm)
Rough Opening: 36 1/4” x 36 1/4” (921 mm x 921 mm)
Shower Pan Weight:  108 lbs. ( 50kg.)  17 3/4 [451]24 

Ø9 15/16 [Ø253]Ø3 5/16 [Ø84]

3636LST 2 1/2” threshold allows for a low 
clearance threshold while allowing excellent drainage.  
The option to add an optional factory applied  patent-
ed membrane system to the shower pan is perfect for 
eliminating the risk of leakage at the most vulnerable 
point between the threshold of the shower pan and the 
fl ooring that adjoins, allowing the pan to be tied into a 
tile or fl ooring system.  The texture meets and exceeds 
the F462 COF testing while being very easy to clean and 
the 1” water dams allow any wall system to be securely 
added.  The grid system on the bottom of the pan has 
designed locations where elastomeric adhesion can 
be used to secure the pan to the substrate which is an 
advantage over other brands.

shower pans carry a 10 year factory warranty 
when installed in accordance to the
tion instructions  
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Adhesive Locators
On Corners & 
Center Locations

Center of Drain is 17 3/4 (451mm) from back wall by 
36 1/4” (921mm) from left or right stud wall.
A 6” core is recommended for drain clearance*

*Check all building and fire codes prior to installation
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Certifi ed by:
Home Innovation Lab 
(NAHB):ANSI Z124.2

proudly made in the USA

Drain Layout

48” x 36” Low Standard Threshold
Center Drain

OD: 48” x 36” (1219 mm x 914 mm)
Threshold Hight: 2 1/2” (64 mm)
Rough Opening: 48 1/4” x 36 1/4” (1225 mm x 921 mm)
Shower Pan Weight:  108 lbs. ( 50kg.) 

4836LST 2 1/2” threshold allows for a low 
clearance threshold while allowing excellent drainage.  
The option to add an optional factory applied  patent-
ed membrane system to the shower pan is perfect for 
eliminating the risk of leakage at the most vulnerable 
point between the threshold of the shower pan and the 
fl ooring that adjoins, allowing the pan to be tied into a 
tile or fl ooring system.  The texture meets and exceeds 
the F462 COF testing while being very easy to clean and 
the 1” water dams allow any wall system to be securely 
added.  The grid system on the bottom of the pan has 
designed locations where elastomeric adhesion can 
be used to secure the pan to the substrate which is an 
advantage over other brands.  

 shower pans carry a 10 year factory warranty 
when installed in accordance to the 
installation instructions
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Adhesive Locators
On Corners & 
Center Locations

Center of Drain is 17 3/4 (451mm) from back wall by 
24 1/8” (613mm) from left or right stud wall.
A 6” core is recommended for drain clearance*

*Check all building and fire codes prior to installation
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Certifi ed by:
Home Innovation Lab 
(NAHB):ANSI Z124.2

proudly made in the USA

Drain Layout

62” x 37” Trench Drain ADA
Center Front Trench Drain

OD: 62 3/8” x 36 3/4” (1584 mm x 933 mm)
Threshold Hight:  1 9/16” (39 mm)
Rough Opening: 62 5/8” x 36 7/8” (1591 mm x 937 mm)
Shower Pan Weight:  108 lbs. ( 50kg.)      

 6237TD roll in trench drain pan is the perfect an-
swer for ADA applications where wheel chair access is required.  
With a 12 gauge stainless steel cover that can be removed, full 
cleaning can be achieved as well as excellent water evacuation 
and drainage from the shower fl oor.  The overall height of the 
pan is 3 1/2” and with a 1 9/16 overall front threshold, only a slight 
recess is required for a perfect entry.  With a slight drawback on 
the front of the threshold and a slope back to the pan from the 
inside of the room, the trench can recapture any water that may 
be sprayed to the outside.  The optional factory applied  patent-
ed membrane system to the shower pan is perfect for eliminating 
the risk of leakage at the most vulnerable point between the 
threshold of the shower pan and the fl ooring that adjoins, allowing 
the pan to be tied into a tile or other fl ooring system.  The texture 
meets and exceeds the F462 COF testing while being very easy to 
clean and the 1” water dams allow any wall system to be securely 
added.  The grid system on the bottom of the pan has designed 
locations where elastomeric adhesion can be used to secure the 
pan to the substrate which is an advantage over other brands.  

 shower pans carry a 10 year factory warranty when 
installed in accordance to the 
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Adhesive Locators
On Corners & 
Center Locations

Center of Drain is 32 7/8 (836mm) from back wall by 
31 5/16” (795mm) from left or right stud wall.
A 6” core is recommended for drain clearance*

*Check all building and fire codes prior to installation
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Certifi ed by:
Home Innovation Lab 
(NAHB):ANSI Z124.2

proudly made in the USA

Drain Layout

60” x 32” LST-L Shower Pan
Left Drain

OD: 60” x 32” (1524 mm x 813 mm)
Threshold Hight: 2 1/2” (63.5 mm)
Rough Opening: 60 1/4” x 36 1/4” (1530 mm x  820mm)

6032LST-L,  2 1/2” low clearance 
threshold is designed as a bathtub replacement 
shower pan with a left drain (Right is also available).  
The option to add an optional factory applied  
patented membrane system to the shower pan is 
perfect for eliminating the risk of leakage at the most 
vulnerable point between the threshold of the shower 
pan and the fl ooring that adjoins, allowing the pan 
to be tied into a tile or fl ooring system.  The non-slip 
texture meets and exceeds the F462 COF testing while 
being very easy to clean and the 1” water dams allow 
any wall system to be securely added.  The grid system 
on the bottom of the pan has designed locations 
where elastomeric adhesion can be used to secure 
the pan to the substrate which is an advantage over 
other brands. 

 shower pans carry a 10 year factory 
warranty when installed in accordance to the 

installation instructions
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Adhesive Locators
On Corners & 
Center Locations

Center of Drain is 16 1/8 from back wall by 8 9/16” 
from left stud wall.
A 6” core is recommended for drain clearance*
*Check all building and fire codes prior to installation
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Certifi ed by:
Home Innovation Lab 
(NAHB):ANSI Z124.2

proudly made in the USA

Drain Layout

60” x 32” LST-R Shower Pan
Right Drain

OD: 60” x 32” (1524 mm x 813 mm)
Threshold Hight: 2 1/2” (63.5 mm)
Rough Opening: 60 1/4” x 36 1/4” (1530 mm x  820mm)
Shower Pan Weight:  

 6032LST-R,  2 1/2” low clearance 
threshold is designed as a bathtub replacement 
shower pan with a right drain (Left is also available).  
The option to add an optional factory applied  
patented membrane system to the shower pan is 
perfect for eliminating the risk of leakage at the most 
vulnerable point between the threshold of the shower 
pan and the fl ooring that adjoins, allowing the pan 
to be tied into a tile or fl ooring system.  The non-slip 
texture meets and exceeds the F462 COF testing while 
being very easy to clean and the 1” water dams allow 
any wall system to be securely added.  The grid system 
on the bottom of the pan has designed locations 
where elastomeric adhesion can be used to secure 
the pan to the substrate which is an advantage over 
other brands. 

shower pans carry a 10 year factory 
product warranty when installed in accordance to the 

installation instructions. 
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Adhesive Locators
On Corners & 
Center Locations

Center of Drain is 16 1/8 from back stud wall by 8 9/16” 
from Right stud wall.
A 6” core is recommended for drain clearance*
*Check all building and fire codes prior to installation
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